The thermal cycloaddition of Cg, with cis-and frans-/V-benzyl-1,2-diphenylaziridines afforded the corresponding fullereno[1,2-c]pyrrolidinesv/a a stereospecific process of 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition.
The extraordinary structure of fullerenes, particularly that of Cg,, and their fascinating physical and chemical properties have attracted considerable attention in many scientific disciplines. Thus, in a very short time they became the subject of numerous publications (1) . Due to the electron-withdrawing nature of each pyracyclene unit in fullerenes, these molecules appear to undergo the reactions characteristic to poorly-conjugated and electron-deficient alkenes showing a high tendency to behave as a reactive 2π component in cycloadditions. The cycloaddition reactions of C^ represent a useful strategy to modify fullerenes because easily separable, well-defined monoaddition adducts, which retained many of the fullerene's physical and chemical properties, are obtained in most cases. Thus, Diels-Alder (2), [2 + 2] (3), and [8 + 2] (4) cycloadditions of C w have produced new fullerene derivatives resulting from the addition of one equivalent of reagent to the fullerene. The1,3-dipolar cycloadditions with diazoalkanes (the most studied) (5), alkyl or aryl azides (6), sulfinimines (7), nitrile ylides (8), disiliranes (9), and nitrile oxides (10) gave similar monoadducts. The functionalization of fullerene by 1,3-dipolar cycloadditions of Ο ω with azomethine ylides, generated in situ in different ways, was also reported (11). Due to their considerable theoretical and synthetic interest the [2 + 3] cycloadditions of azomethine ylides have been extensively explored (12). They represent one of the most reactive and versatile classes of 1,3-dipoles and can be generated from a
LvR reflux wide variety of easily accessible starting materials. Specifically, we have studied the dipolar cycloadditions of the azomethine ylides generated by thermal electrocyclic ring opening of aziridines (13) . In this context we now report the stereospecific cyloaddition of cis-and frans-1-benzyl-1,2-diphenylaziridines2 onto 1 (Scheme 1).
The reactions of cis-and frans-1-benzyl-1,2-diphenylaziridines 2a and 2b with C^ 1 took place smoothly when heated at reflux in toluene for 14 and 20 hours, to give the stable monoadducts 3a and 3b_ in good yields (14) ). An inspection of the molecular models of 3a and 3b shows that the cis isomer 3b is sterically more congested around the 2,5-phenyl groups, thus perhaps leading to a less symmetric conformation. This fact is 13 supported by the C-NMR spectra which show a reduced number of signals for the trans isomer 3a, i.e. 31 as compared with 42 for the cis isomer 3b (15). The stereochemistry observed in these reactions is the one predicted for the cycloadditions involving thermal conrotatory ring-opening of aziridines (16) . 
